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The PSA world doesn’t use PSA science

• There’s an excuse: There is no direct route from numbers to a great PSA

• But that’s just an excuse. The real reason is that formulators seem to prefer 
myths, gut feel, “what works”

• Let’s look at two surface energy myths that have greatly damaged the PSA world



Myth: Surface energy controls  adhesion

• Yes, adhesion is generally lower on PE
• But plot the data and the correlation doesn’t exist
• The literature shows lazy citations of citations – I’ve never found the original
• And the theory of PSAs shows that the correlation must not exist

Substrate Surface Energy Natural Rubber Acrylic

mN/m N/m N/m

HDPE 33 200 97

LDPE 31 223 60

Acrylic (PMMA) 38 349 700

Glass 65 397 338

Stainless Steel 46 349 332
PVC 39 357 526

Data kindly provided by Dr William Griffith of Dow Chemical



Myth: Silcone release is from low surface energy

• It’s always been known that fluoro surfaces with the same low SE give poor release
• The Lehigh experiment that explained was done in 1996 yet we still see people saying 

that silicone release is from low SE, not from overcoming the interfacial no-slip 
condition

• Fluorescent beads slip at the silicone interface
• But not at the fluoro- or other interface
• No dissipation of crack energy on silicone, so releases

• It’s worse that that. The wrong explanation has paralysed research into alternatives to 
silicones

• When you read a paper on ice-phobic surfaces inspired by the Lehigh experiment you 
see the difference between relying on myth and relying on good science

Silicone Fluoropolymer



And remember, PSA are not PS

• If they were pressure sensitive, we’d be in big trouble
• Yes, a bit of pressure can get rid of large bubbles
• But in general, pressure is not important
• But “adhesion increases over time because bubbles escape” is often cited as 

proof that with more pressure we’d have more adhesion
• Experiments are at best 50-50 that bubbles make a difference
• The real reason for increased adhesion with time and with different surfaces (steel versus 

PE) is much more interesting, and we’ve hardly started to work it out an exploit it.
• I believe it’s about polymer relaxation at the interface – and this is the root cause of 

surface (not surface energy) dependence
• When we understand the root cause, formulation for difficult surfaces will become more 

rational



How many of you formulate to Dahlquist?

• General-purpose PSAs must have a 1s G’ ~0.3MPa
• This comes from the critical modulus Gc required for spontaneous wetting
• If you have a rougher or smoother target, you can change Gc

• But for this you need R and h. If you just measure “roughness” via Ra or Rz you 
have no idea

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/dahlquist.php

𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐 = 𝑊𝑊
𝑅𝑅
ℎ3

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/dahlquist.php


So you need a roughness app

• Shows that roughness needs to be described by:
• Amplitude and by Wavelength which map to R and h in the Dahlquist app

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-coatings/surface-profile-explorer.php

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-coatings/surface-profile-explorer.php


You measure G’ and G’’

• That’s great!

• With WLF you see the whole of T and t
• But this is only small strain

• You can have 2 PSA with identical curves but with very different performance

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/ideal-psa.php

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/ideal-psa.php


The Chang Window often helps

• If you are outside Chang you will fail - that’s useful information
• If you are inside Chang success isn’t sure - unfortunate but true

At least it’s a great way to talk to Marketing
• They always want everything
• So they need to see the trade-offs 

clearly 

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/chang.php

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/chang.php


You don’t (generally) measure tensile

• Harder to do
• But you get large strain information

• Which must be relevant to the large fingers

• We probably need behaviour like 2 or 3
• But historically it’s little discussed
• We’ll shortly talk about the great work from ESPCI
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The probe tack test is not relevant!

• OK, it’s not directly relevant because it is a butt pull, with very different 
mechanics from the peel and (sometimes) shear of interest to us

• And all top formulators get inspiration from it
• Modes 1, 2 and 3 are important to understand

• But no one knew how to go directly from probe tack to a good formulation
• We’ll shortly talk about the great work from ESPCI



We know that peel is system dependent

• The stresses ahead of the peel front depend on the thickness & modulus of the 
carrier and the thickness & modulus of the adhesive

• So it’s a good idea to systematically change the carrier thickness (double layers) 
to understand the carrier effect 

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/peel.php

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/peel.php


The standard shear test is bad science

• The formula is t=L²wη/2mgh but we know this doesn’t work
• This is because the shear test often fails in peel

• The other two shear tests are more scientific, but too little used

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/psa-shear.php

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/psa-shear.php


The latest ESPCI work

• Probe Tack science “explained” via a simple (their words) model
• They admit parameters are somewhat unknown
• But it’s starting to make sense
• And the follow-up links to peel!

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/Probe-Tack.phpListen to Prof Ciccotti’s talk tomorrow!

École supérieure de physique et de chimie industrielles 
de la Ville de Paris

https://www.stevenabbott.co.uk/practical-adhesion/Probe-Tack.php


Combining understanding and mapping

• With the science-based approach we can understand many PSA phenomena 
directly

• E.g. we can adjust the Dahlquist requirement if we know R and h of our target surface
• E.g. we can use the Ideal PSA app to adjust tackifier/plasticizer in SBS-style PSA
• E.g. we can design new release liners on the basic of a fluid/slip surface
• E.g. we can ensure we’re in the appropriate Chang window

• But we currently do not know how to go from specific scientific measurements 
to a perfect formulation

• We do know that a good PSA is the right combination of individual properties
• We just don’t know what those combinations should be

• Therefore let’s get into the habit of Smart Mapping



Smart Mapping - Measurements

• Be set up to systematically measure what we know to be key properties
• Peel
• Carrier dependence
• Low strain G’ & G’’
• Large strain tensile
• Probe tack curves
• (Relevant) surface roughness R and h
• T and t dependence
• Scientific shear tests (e.g. creep)

• We do many of these already, but not enough and not for any overall purpose
• Do it on all your good and especially bad products
• Do it on the key relevant competitor products



Smart Mapping - Analysis

• Now build up maps of how those different parameters relate to the overall 
quality of each tape within its relevant market

• So map using “what if” hypotheses
• Maybe for this sort of product we need G’/G’’ in this region, with a WLF range in this

region and a Type 3 tensile, a Mode 1 probe tack and a medium creep
• Ah, no, those two equally great products have very different probe tack, so that’s not the 

key metric, maybe it’s …

• Or use smart data science tools as described in the next talk by Kalli Angel from 
Uncountable



And remember …

• You can’t fight the laws of physics

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXjklgrQms8&list=PLLnAFJxOjzZuXlacXKsuBSNk3AH-NuuIr&index=18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXjklgrQms8&list=PLLnAFJxOjzZuXlacXKsuBSNk3AH-NuuIr&index=18
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